The Bronze Age settlement of Moscosi-Cingoli (MC)
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ABSTRACT - The presence of an Iron Age site referable to the VI century BC and settlements of the Middle
Bronze and Final Bronze Age has been confirmed. Two settlement phases refer to the Medium Final Bronze
Age and are attributed to the Apennine Culture. The most significant evidence as to the working of bronze is
the vast amount of objects found and above all, the finding of a sandstone fusion form. These typologies of
metal objects, especially known in Peschiera, in Terramare complexes and in the Central Adriatic area,
document that these sub-Apennine communities were part of a vast trading and cultural movement which
continues up to the beginning of the Final Bronze Age.
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raw material and of methods of supply as well as
of great technological mastery.

articulate evolutive process. This is not the case

It is difficult, however, to establish whether
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portant information on the significant variations of

tisans, as well as the existence of intensive trading
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the type of animals which were reared and hunted.
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In particular, in the inferior levels, the percentage

The horn and bone industry assumes an ex

of sheep-goat remains compared to bovine remains

traordinary importance mainly during the Final

could confirm an economy based on sheep-farm

Bronze Age. The preference for antlers proves an

ing in the final phase of the Medium Bronze Age

intentional choice of this raw material and its ex

(Apennine culture). Stock raising and agriculture

ploitation for its plastic and volumetric qualities

became fundamental in the following sub-Apen

and testifies the perfect mastery of the means of
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production which adopts new decorticating and

for the supply of raw materials for the manufactur
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chisel and using the saw for cutting. The objects

The abandoning of the Moscosi sites and

which were produced were not typologically var

other sites in the initial phase of the Final Bronze

ied but they were very highly standardized, they

Age are contemporary to the rise of the settlement

could have been used for agricultural and domes

areas of proto-Villanova dislocated in higher areas

tic activities or as ornaments. The great amount of

for strategic and proto-urban type needs as in

discards also shows that the use of hard animal

Monte Croce Guardia di Arcevia and the Colle dei

materials in the manufacturing of artefacts gave

Cappuccini in Ancona, where the effects of mor

rise to a local production of specialized craftsman

phological-topographical factors in the choice of

ship which implied a profound knowledge of the

the settlement place is evident.

SUMMARY - The presence of an Iron Age site referable to the VI century BC and settlements of the Middle Bronze and
Final Bronze Age has been confirmed. Two settlement phases refer to the Medium Final Bronze Age and are attributed to
the Apennine Culture. The most significant evidence as to the working of bronze is the vast amount of objects found and
above all, the finding of a sandstone fusion form. These typologies of metal objects, especially known in Peschiera, in
Terramare complexes and in the Central Adriatic area, document that these sub-Apennine communities were part of a vast
trading and cultural movement which continues up to the beginning of the Final Bronze Age.
RIASSUNTO - Si conferma la presenza dell'Eta del Ferro riferibile al VI sec. AC e di insediamenti del Bronzo Medio e
:I II

Finale. All'Eta del Bronzo medio e finale si riferiscono due fasi insediamentali attribuite alia cultura Appenninica. 11 dato
principale relativo alia lavorazione del bronzo e rappresentato dalla grande quantita di oggetti e soprattutto di una forma di
fusione. Le tipologie degli oggetti metallici, particolarmente note a Peschiera, nei complessi delle terramare e nell'area
adriatica centrale, documentano che le comunita sub-Appennine facevano parte di un vasto movimento commerciale e
culturale che perdura fino al Bronzo finale.
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